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CBS Attracts Wall Street As Pure Play
On Rising Value Of Quality Media
Content
Happy advertising days are here again! Political
advertising, that is.
If the volatile and heated temper of the 2016
presidential elections campaign is any indication,
political advertising should explode to
astronomical levels, with media outlets ending up
as robust winners. Among them are the network
and cable television where advertising is bound to
be in high gear.

Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump speaks the CBS News
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And for sure, any intense acceleration in political
advertising will pull in other types of ads that
should attract more viewers of various stripes.
Indeed, the number of viewers has already
expanded as more and more people are watching
videos and TV through mobile devices, which
importantly enhances ready access to the popular
short and widely watched TV shows.
One major player in media and entertainment
that has regained Wall Street’s favor is CBS (CBS),
a major global company with diversified interests
in broadcast and cable TV networks and studios,

radio stations, and digital interactive businesses.
“CBS is an undervalued pure-play on creative and
diverse content in TV network broadcasting —
and a great low-risk way to invest in the rising
value of high-quality media content providers,”
says Graham Tanaka, president of Tanaka Growth
Fund. He notes that CBS has been expanding its
creative-content products, including shorter TV
shows that are now among the most popular
shows in the country through its CBS, Showtime
and CW platforms. Tanaka has been accumulating
CBS shares, now the biggest holding in its
portfolio. Tanaka Growth Fund was ranked third
in its category by Lipper last year. And it has
gained a four-star ranking from Morningstar in
the past three years.
Tanaka notes that CBS has been hurt by the threat
of “skinny bundling of over-the-internet
(streaming) consumption of video vs. paying a
high monthly fee for hundreds of video channels
that most people never watch over cable TV (fat
bundles),” says Tanaka. However, he argues that
the key is that CBS has “superior content, which
includes the most popular TV shows, such as
“Madam Secretary” or “Homeland” which Tanaka
says “assures that CBS will be in any “skinny
bundle” as well as in any “fat bundle” that many
people still buy from cable operators.”
“The CBS network is stronger than meets the eye
(pun intended),” says Marci Ryvicker, senior
equity analyst at Wells Fargo Securities, who has
upgraded CBS to an “outperform” rating, and
increasing a valuation range for the stock to
$58-$60 a share from $48-$50.
2016 30 Under 30: Media
“CBS should benefit the most from a
strengthening advertising market (we’re hearing a
dollar shift back into television from digital) and
what is finally expected to be a healthy upfront
given the simple fact that CBS’ season-to-date C3
prime time average viewership (total households)
leads the pack,” argues Ryvicker.
CBS will hold its Analysts Day tomorrow, March
15, 2016. “We expect a big-picture discussion on
how CBS is different than its diversified peers
when it comes to carriage and bundling (or lack
thereof) and how CBS will benefit from a new
measurement system, a changing syndication
landscape, better monetization of linear
Showtime, and acceleration of its directto-consumer products,” says the analyst. “We view
Showtime as CBS’ hidden gem,” says Ryvicker.

Tanaka of Tanaka Growth Fund forecasts that
CBS shares could rise 25%, to $66 a share over the
next 12 months and get to a market multiple of 15
times projected earnings of $4.40 share in 2017.
He bases his forecast on his expectation that
investors will realize before long the value of
content that more viewers will be watching in
shorter periods as opposed to just watching
movies on Netflix. “We think that as viewers do
more “destination consumption” of shorter
viewing intervals, the shorter TV segments will
become more convenient, and that the best TV
content creators such as CBS will get paid or it,”
says Tanaka.
CBS consistently created the most popular TV
shows via its CBS, Showtime and CW platforms,
says Tanaka. Ultimately, ”we think CBS will
accelerate from a 12% grower to a 15%-20%
grower over the next few years as it transforms
from an underpaid creator of content to one being
paid more appropriately for the value of its highly
rated shows,” argues Tanaka. He notes that CBS
has a 10% free cash flow yield and will be buying
back some $2 billion more shares in 2016, after
purchasing $2.8 billion in 2015.
Omar Sheik, equity analyst at Credit Suisse, who
rates CBS as outperform, describes CBS as being
in a “structural sweet spot in the industry, with
zero exposure to basic cable networks and with
pricing for its content rising both inside and
outside the ecosystem.” He figures his earnings
estimate of $4 a share for 2016 “now looks like a
floor,” driven by “potentially higher content
licensing revenue with the company looking for
both CBS library deals internationally and for
more Showtime licensing deals, and potentially
stronger advertising with the outlook for ad rates
improving.”
Sheik notes that CBS trades at just 8.9 times 2016
enterprise value/EBITDA, and 11.3 times priceearnings ratio that is close to a four-year low. At
his target price of $70 a share, the stock would
trade at 11.8 times 2016 EV/BITDA, and 17.5
times p-e, towards the top of the recent trading
range.
“The US TV advertising market recoverd strongly
in the fourth quarter, as demand and tight
inventory forced up scatter prices,” notes Sheik.
Management anticipates “significant increases” in
advertiser commitments in this year’s uproots
compared to last year. In addition, says Sheik, the
presidential election should drive robust fourth
quarter political advertising.” CBS expects a

“record presidential election year,” notes Sheik.
Network advertising is the main driver of CBS’
entertainment division, which in turn is an
important driver of the stock price
, argues
Sheik.
(Disclosure: I contribute a weekly blog at CBS
MoneyWatch)
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